PEDESTAL SINK INSTALLATON
Necessary structural support is needed to mount the sink top.
FOR DRY WALL INSTALLATIONS USING WOOD OR METAL STUDS ON 16" CENTERS:
Corresponding 16" hole centers can be drilled through the wall mounting surface of the sink top. The
studs can also be bridged with an appropriate plate for off-center mounting.
FOR MASONRY INSTALLATIONS:
Allowance should be made for lag bolts or other types of masonry anchors.
The following detailed instructions should be read completely before starting the work, and
followed in sequence.
Step 1. Drill two holes 1/4" in diameter through the underside of the back wall of the sink top 16" apart and/or
in line with the stud centers for dry wall installation.
Step 2. Drill a 1/4" diameter hole through the foot of the pedestal and near the open edge (for ease of
screwdriver use in step 7).
Step 3. Position the pedestal on the floor with the back edge parallel to the wall surface.
Step 4. Place the sink top on the pedestal and make sure that it is level, side-to-side and front-to-back. Mark
through the hole in the pedestal base to locate the hold-down screw.
Step 5. With the sink top still in place, mark the wall through the drilled holes in the back wall of the sink top
and locate the wall screws.
Step 6. Drill the marked holes in the floor and wall for mounting screws, bolts, or anchors.
Step 7. Secure the pedestal to the floor and lay a bead of clear silicon. Caulk around the top edge
of the pedestal.
Step 8. Place the sink top on the pedestal and secure to the wall. With a
damp cloth, carefully wipe off the excess silicone.
Step 9. After the silicone caulk has cured (approximately 4 hours), complete all
plumbing connections.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
All North Coast Cultured Products are covered with a bacteria-resistant
gel-coat surface designed for cultured marble, onyx, granite, and engineered
stone. Proper care of this gel-coat will yield years of excellent use. Never clean
with an abrasive powder or liquid cleanser. Use of abrasives will cause
scratching and will eventually dull and destroy the finish. Use of scrub brushes
should be avoided for the same reason. 409 Sprays are recommended, with
either washcloths or sponges. Use of a soft, dry towel after cleaning will help to
remove soap spots.
To maintain luster and make cleaning easier, periodic applications of paste wax or products like gel gloss may
be applied. Mild abrasives such as automotive polishing compound, toothpaste or baking soda will remove
simple scratches and stains. Cigarette burns can normally be removed without noticeable effect. Additional
care advice may be obtained by contacting your local North Coast Cultured Products dealer or distributor, or
at www.northcoastmarble.com
KEEP YOUR NORTH COAST CULTURED PRODUCT IN A CLIMATE-CONTROLLED SPACE AND
IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGING, LAYING FLAT UNTIL INSTALLED.
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